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ABSTRACT 
Interacted Multiple Ant Colonies Optimization (IMACO) 
is a newly proposed framework. Pheromone evaluation 
mechanism is playing a central role in this framework. 
This paper describes the newly proposed M A C 0  
framework and proposes a more effective pheromone 
evaluation mechanism. Computational tests show that the 
new pheromone evaluation mechanism can furthermore 
improve the M A C 0  performance. These tests also show 
the capability of M A C 0  to outperform other well known 
ant algorithms like ant colony system and max-min ant 
system. 
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1. Introduction 
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is one successful swarm 
intelligence application. It is inspired from the ability of 
the real ant colony of finding the shortest path between 
the food source and the nest. Using a combination of 
priori information (heuristics) about the candidate 
solutions quality of and posteriori information 
(pheromone) about the goodness of the previously 
obtained solutions is the key element of ACO success [I]. 
Several ant algorithms are presented in the literature 
among them Ant Colony System (ACS) and Max-Min Ant 
System (MMAS) the best performing algorithms [3, 41. 
The performance of these algorithms is interesting. 
Nevertheless, these algorithms are still far from being 
perfect, these algorithms can get a good solution at the 
early stages of the search process but unfortunately all ants 
quickly converged to a single solution and then the 
algorithm is unable to improve that solution [5]. This is a 
common problem that all ACO algorithms suffer from 
regardless of the application domain; it is called search 
stagnation problem. The chance of stagnation 
proportionally increases with the increase of the problem 
size. 
One new direction of ACO researches that focus on 
enhancing the performance of ACO and reducing the 
effect of the search stagnation is the use of Multiple Ant 
Colonies Optimization (MACO) where several ant 
colonies work together to collectively solves an 
optimization problem. MACO offers good opportunity to 
explore a large area of the search space and find (near-) 
optimal solution. MACO seems to be appropriate 
approach to improve the performance of ACO algorithms 
[6, 71. IMACO follows this approach and tries to improve 
the performance of ACO algorithms by utilizing several 
ant colonies with certain techniques to organize the work 
of these colonies. 
Combinatonal optimization problems are complex This paper describes the framework of IMACO and 
problems arise when the task is to find the best solution proposes a new and effective pheromone evaluation 
out of a huge n6mber of existing solutions [2]. These mechanism. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
probleps have beeg, successfully tackled by ACO. Section 2 describes the IMACO framework. Section 3 
Traveling salesman -problem (TSP), quadratic assignment explains the pheromone evaluation mechanism. The 
problem, vehicle routing problem, job secluding problem experimental results are presented in section 4. Section 5 
and network routing problem are some well known concludes the paper and suggests the future work. 
examples of these problems. 
2. Interacted Multiple Ant Colonies 
Optimization 
This section describes the basic components of the 
I ~ C O  framework proposed in pervious work of the 
authors [8, 9, lo]. In this framework there are two levels 
of interaction the first one is the colony level and the 
second one is the population level. The colony level 
interaction can be achieved through the pheromone 
depositing process within the same colony; the 
pheromone updating mechanism is responsible for the 
implementation of this kind of interaction. The population 
level interaction is achieved by evaluating the 
pheromones of different colonies using some evaluation 
function; the responsibility here is of the pheromone 
evaluating mechanism. 
The work activities of a single colony in the proposed 
IMACO algorithm are based on ACS. Each colony has its 
own pheromone that is used as an interaction between the 
ants of the same colony. The interaction between ant 
colonies using pheromone can be organized in different 
terms. The IMACO algorithm is described as follows. M 
colonies of rn ants each are working together to solve 
some combinatorial problem. The probabilistic decision 
of the ant k belongs to the colony v to move from node i 
to node j is defined as: 
If q s q o  (1) 
otherwise 
The random variable S is selected according to the 
following probabilistic rule: 
lo otherwise 
Where N,: is the set of remaining nodes to be visited by 
P; . the kIh ant of colony v located at node i and 1s the 
pheromone of colony v on the edge (ij). f(<.) is the 
evaluation function of the pheromone on the edge (i, j )  
and will he discussed in Section 3. 
Global and local pheromone updating are used in 
IMACO. Global pheromone updating includes that best 
ant of each? colony deposits an amount of pheromone on 
its own path. The best ant refers to the ant that got the so 
are allowed to update the pheromone. 
After all ants of all colonies complete their tours (i.e., one 
algorithm iteration), the ant that finds the so far best 
solution in its colony is allowed to deposit an amount of  
the colony's pheromone on the edges of its tour according 
to the following global pheromone update: 
Where a is a pheromone evaporation parameter its value 
is in the range [O, I] and w;'" is the pheromone 
quantity added to the connection (i, j )  belonging to the 
best solution of the vth colony L"'~' and is given by: 
[ I  1 Lvbs if (i, j )  belongs to 
1 the best tour of 
= I colony v 
\ O  otherwise 
To create a search diversification IMACO uses iteration 
best solution once in the pheromone updating after each 
50 times of using the global best solution. 
Local pheromone updating includes that each ants reduces 
the amount of pheromone on paths it uses in order to give 
a more chance to other paths to be chosen by the future 
generations. Local pheromone update is applied by each 
ant on the visited edges. It is very important rule as it is 
performed during the solution construction this helps to 
yield different pheromone evaluation values for the same 
edge in the same iteration at different solution 
construction steps and it is given by: 
Where Po is the initial pheromone value and y is another 
pheromone evaporation parameter with a value in the 
range [0, 11. 
3. Pheromone Evaluation Mechanism 
The proposed mechanism evaluating the pheromone as an 
average of the pheromone values of all colonies on some 
edge. This means that an ant will make its decision to 
choose some edge based on the average of the available 
experiences of ants of all colonies that visited this edge in 
the past. This variant of IMACO is referred hereafter as 
IMACO-AVG. 
far best (global) solution since the starting of the 
Given that for each edge there are Mpheromone values algorithm execution or the ant that got the best solution in 
each belongs to a single colony. Average pheromone the current iteration of the algorithm execution. In this 
evaluation h c t i o n  evaluates the pheromone on any edge work a combination of so far best and iteration best ants 
as an average of the available M values. The average 
pheromone evaluation function f (<.)on the edge (i, j )  for 
IMACO-AVG will be defined as: 
2 p,. 
f ( P , )  = q = '  
M 
The above is pure average evaluation that depends 100% 
on the average evaluation function [8, 9, 101. The 
following new rule is a more general which evaluates the 
pheromone as a composition between the pheromone 
values of the ant own colony and the value of the 
pheromone evaluation function based on some pheromone 
evaluation rate. Consider that the composition rate is 0.5; 
an ant will build 50% of its decision based on its own 
colony's experience and the other 50% based on the 
experiences of other colonies. This new variant will be 
called IMACO-AVG E 1 where 1 is the pheromone 
evaluation rate; its value is in the range [0, I.]. The 
pheromone evaluation function is then defmed as: 
Where is the pheromone belongs to colony s on edge 
(i, j). Note that IMACO-AVG EO represents the pure 
average pheromone evaluation and IMACO-AVG El 
represents no interaction between utilized ant colonies. 
Next section experimentally tests deferent values within 
the range [0, 11 for 1 to fmd out the value that leads to the 
best performance of IMACO-AVG. 
4. Experimental Result 
TSP is a well known combinatorial optimization problem. 
Given that a certain number of nodes available, it is the 
problem of finding the shortest closed path that visit each 
hode exactly  once-^^^ is usually usedzis a test bed for all 
new ant algorithms. All TSP instance used in this paper 
are taken from TSPLIB [ l  11. IMACO-AVG has been first 
tested using lin3 18 TSP benchmark instance that has 3 18 
nodes and its optimal solution is 42029. Several 
experiments were run using 1 to 10 colonies. The results 
are averaged over 10 trials with 10000 iterations per trial. 
The parameters setting are P=2, o = y = 0.1 and go = 0.9. 
The heuristic function used for TSP is the inverse of the 
distance, i.e., Hrl=l/dy. 
can not improve the solution quality. The better results 
obtained when the number of ants is 20-30. 
Figure 1: ACS and IMACO-AVG performance comparison 
These results show that IMACO-AVG is able to improve 
its performance by increasing the number of utilized ants' 
colonies. The superior of IMACO-AVG is clear as this 
algorithm shows a stabilizing performance using the 
increased number of colonies. The average pheromone 
evaluation technique was a successful organizing 
technique of the ants activities up to 10 colonies utilized. 
However, given the stochastic nature of these algorithms 
it is better to set a range on the number of colonies that 
gave the best results which was 7-10 colonies. 
To test the effect of the proposed pheromone evaluation 
mechanism, Figure 2 shows the results of several 
experiments using IMACO-AVG utilizing 7-10 colonies 
with different values for the pheromone evaluation rate 
(h=O, 0.1, 0.2, ...., 1). The best results obtained when 
h=0.4. In this case 40% of the oheromone evaluation 
resulted value depends on the pheromone (experience) of 
ant's own colony and the 60% depends on the pheromone 
of all other colonies. The results were better than those 
obtained using the pure pheromone evaluation with h=O. 
-8 colonles 
9 coianler - 10 c d o n s  
evaluation raln 
I 
~ i ~ u r e - 1  shows ther~sul t s  of using ACS and IMACO- 
AVG on lin3 18 TSP instance respectively using 10 to 100 Figure 2: IMACO-AVG with 7-10 colonies using 
ants. It is obvious that increasing the number of utilized different pheromone evaluation rates 
ants for both experiments result in the decline of the 
performance of ACS. This means that ACS can not 
benefit form the increase in the number of utilized ants, Table 1 shows a comparison between the performance of 
the algorithm always get trapped in local bad optima and ACS, MMAS and IMACO-AVG E.4 on five TSP 
instances. The results in this table are the best overall 
average. The name of each TSP instance is followed by 
the number of nodes in this instance and the optimal 
solution is given below the instance name. MACO-AVG 
utilized 9 colonies and h=0.4. The results of ACS and 
MMAS are taken from literature [12]. The results of Table 
1 show that IMACO-AVG E .4 outperforms the ACS and 
MMAS the best performing ACO algorithms. 
Table 1: Best overall average of ACS, MMAS and 
IMACO-AVG 




IMACO-AVG-E.4 1 42191.6 
I Oot: 27686 - ~ 
IMACO-AVG-E.4 1 28018.3 
ftv170 1 ACS 1 2826.5 
It is important to mention that all algorithms run exactly 
the same number of computation steps. The number of 
iterations each algorithm runs on each instance is equal to 
number of computation steps / number of ants. For 
example ACS with 10 ants on lin3 18 runs 318000 
iterations per trial while IMACO-AVG with 9 colonies 
each of 10 ants on the same instance runs 35333 iterations 
per trial. Both algorithms run 3 180000 computation steps 
by doing different number of iterations using different 
number of ants. 
opt: 2755 
5. Conclusion 
MMAS 1 2817.7 
IMACO-AVG-E.4 1 2791.8 
Pheromone evaluation mechanism is an essential 
component of IMACO framework. A more effective 
pheromone evaluation mechanism has been proposed. 
The proposed mechanism is a composition between the 
pheromone of ant's own colony and the average of the 
pheromone of all other colonies. The effect of the new 
pheromone evaluation mechanism in IMACO framework 
has been experimentally demonstrated. The new 
pheromone evaluation mechanism has furthermore 
improved the perfomance of IMACO. 
Future work is the use of the proposed algorithmic 
framework with the new pheromone evaluation 
mechanism on some other combinatorial optimization 
problems. Another interesting future work is to 
investigate the exploration / exploitation behavior of 
IMACO. In this manner one possible direction is to let the 
colonies utilized in IMACO to work with different values 
for the parameter qn. This will let each colony in IMACO 
works with different level of exploration which may 
furthermore enhance IMACO performance. 
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